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ABSTRACT
Pettis, Charity A. M.S.E.C.E., Purdue University, August 2008. A Model for Population Firing in Neuronal Networks with Planar Lattice Topology. Major Professors:
Venkataramanan Balakrishnan and Cheng-Kok Koh.
The creation, modulation, propagation, and termination of seizures are of great
interest to neuroscientists as understanding the dynamics of these responses may
aid the prevention of seizures. Three major factors affecting epileptiform activity
are intrinsic neuronal properties, synaptic properties and network connectivity. The
computation required for the full scale simulation of neuronal networks is prohibitively
expensive. To address this issue, we develop a simpler model for networks with
planar lattice topology and “small world” characteristics. Using this model, one may
examine the effects of connectivity and intrinsic neuronal properties on population
firing, a measure of network activity, quickly. To verify that the model is acceptable,
the population firing produced by this simplified model is compared with population
firing obtained from simulations of full-scale networks of model neurons for various
connectivity parameters. To check that the behaviors exhibited by the networks are
not unique to networks of a specific neuron model, the network is simulated using two
neuron models: the Hodgkin-Huxley model and the leaky integrate-and-fire model.
With reasonable assumptions required to account for the differing levels of detail
between the various models, it was observed that the network simulations and the
simplified model exhibit similar behaviors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Epilepsy, termed “one of the nation’s most disabling neurological disorders,” affects
approximately 2.7 million Americans [1]. Estimates indicate that 3% of people worldwide will be diagnosed with epilepsy during their lifetimes [1]. Epilepsy has a wide
range of symptoms depending on the type of seizures. Some epileptics experience
very mild symptoms, such as momentary memory loss or traveling numbness in a
body part, and may be unaware that they are having seizures. Others have more
severe symptoms, including convulsions due to grand-mal seizures. The prognosis for
epilepsy is unpredictable and highly varying. Some epileptics stop having seizures
altogether, while others experience an increase of seizures and/or mild to severe brain
damage. Epileptics are also more susceptible to a condition called status epilepticus
where seizures last five minutes or longer. This type of seizure can be deadly or cause
major injury if it is not treated quickly. Epileptics are also more at risk for sudden
unexplained death [1]. Thus, the creation, modulation, propagation and termination
of seizures are of great interest in the neuroscience community.
Epilepsy is typically studied by electrophysiologists with animal models and human models retrieved from resective surgeries. Computational neuroscientists explore the problem by simulating networks of interconnected neurons using various
mathematical models [2–5]. Both approaches investigate epileptiform behaviors with
reference to three major factors: intrinsic neuronal properties, intrinsic synaptic properties, and connectivity. Intrinsic neuronal properties affect the spike rate and firing
pattern of a neuron. A multitude of factors affect changes in these parameters, such
as extracellular ion concentrations, structural properties of cellular membranes (e.g.
the opening and closing of ion channels), and activation and deactivation of pumps
that regulate ionic concentrations inside the cell. Intrinsic synaptic properties include
any factors affecting the transmission of messages between neurons, such as synaptic
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strength and delay. Some factors affecting synaptic strength include the amount of
neurotransmitter released, the number of receptors to which neurotransmitters bind,
and the states of neurons sending and receiving the messages. Factors affecting synaptic delay are related to the dynamics associated with the opening and closing of ion
channels dependent on neurotransmitter to receptor binding and transmission delay
due to travel of neuronal messages along the cell membrane. Connectivity determines
which neurons can communicate with each other. The brain is functionally and structurally organized; thus, the region of the brain will determine its connectivity. Some
researchers have made great effort to determine exact topologies for regions of the
brain. However, connectivity within regions varies widely across subject and changes
over time within an individual; thus, topological information is not exact. For this
reason, computational neuroscientists impose topologies that fit current information
on and produce recently observed behaviors.
With respect to connectivity, the focus of these models and simulations is mainly
on the hippocampus as there is much evidence of its involvment in mesial temporal
lobe epilepsies [6–8]. The hippocampus is most associated with memory and learning,
emotional reactions, and sexual behavior [9]. Because the hippocampus is functionally
crucial and located deep inside the brain, resective surgeries are risky and are not
considered unless a patient has exhausted other treatment options. While there are
other means of noninvasive investigation, computational models are a practical and
relatively inexpensive method for exploring seizures within the hippocampus.
The hippocampus is organized into layers that are categorized according to their
neuron types and synaptic connection types. The principal cells in the CA1 and
CA3 regions of the hippocampus, called pyramidal neurons, are located in a single
layer [9], implying that the network topology is two-dimensional. In general, the
brain contains mostly local connections with few long-range connections [10]. This
configuration is referred to as a “small world” model because the network has a
relatively small diameter, despite having many neurons. Due to these characteristics,
this thesis utilizes a planar lattice topology for simulations.
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The modeling and simulation of neuronal networks, while helping researchers’ understanding, also serve as the first step in the eventual design of intervention strategies. These strategies are typically designed using an iterative procedure, where a
potential strategy is considered (i.e., simulated), and then adjusted based on its performance. Methods for full-scale simulation are computationally expensive. For example, CSIM has a limit on the number of neurons and synapses that can be included
in simulations and requires hours, almost a day, to simulate 100 seconds of network
behavior for 10,000 neurons. A quick (requiring seconds versus hours) and rough, (if
it is unavoidable) evaluation of a strategy is essential for such design iteration to be
practical. The simpler model that we propose is a first step in this direction. This
model combines the basic planar lattice found in the paper by Swiercz, et. al. [3] and
the “small world” characteristics found in ther paper by Netoff, et. al. [2]. Results
obtained from the simplified model are compared with results of full-scale network
simulations. The network simulations were run with two different neuron models: the
Hodgkin-Huxley model [11] and the noisy and leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) model
described in [2], to verify the results were not unique to networks with one type of
neuron. Furthermore, the simplified model presented here is derived from observations of network dynamics. The output of the model is population firing. Population
firing as seen here is the number of neurons which produce an action potential within
a specified time bin. This output is readily comparable to the population firing obtained from the spike times recorded in full-scale network simulations. Furthermore,
our analytical model is compared to the full-scale simulations with respect to three
major factors examined in epilepsy research: intrinsic neuronal properties, synaptic
properties, and connectivity.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. Chapter 2 covers the
prerequisite neuroanatomy background. The related works are described in Chapter
3. Methods for the full-scale network simulations are presented in Chapter 4. Example
scripts can be found in the Appendix. Chapter 5 covers the development of the
analytical model. Results for both the full-scale simulation and the analytical model
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are presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 presents a discussion of various phenomenon
noted in Chapter 6, and Chapter 8 presents the final conclusions.
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2. NEUROANATOMY BACKGROUND
This section discusses the prerequisite neuroanatomy from the basic components to
general topology in the CA1 and CA3 regions of the hippocampus.

2.1

Basic Components
The human brain is composed of neurons and their supporting cells. Neurons are

the processing unit. Figure 2.1 depicts a typical neuron [12]. Three basic components
of a neuron are the soma (cell body and processor), the dendrites (synaptic input
path), and the axon (synaptic output path). The axon hillock is the location where
the axon connects to the soma. When an electrical message is sent from one neuron to
another, the message travels from the axon hillock along the axon to a synapse [13].
Synapses are the major connecting components in the brain, carrying messages
from the axon in a presynaptic cell to the dendrites of postsynaptic cells. The majority of synapses are chemical, although some are electrical. Major components
associated with chemical synapses are the synaptic boutons, postsynaptic specializations, the synaptic cleft, synaptic vesicles, neurotransmitters and receptors. The
synaptic boutons are located at the ends of axons. The synaptic vesicles contain
neurotransmitters. The synaptic vesicles release neurotransmitter into the synaptic
cleft when prompted to fuse with the cell membrane by electrical signals sent to the
synaptic boutons. The synaptic cleft is a small space between the synaptic boutons
and the postsynaptic specializations. Neurotransmitters are chemicals which when
released into the synaptic cleft bind to receptors on the postsynaptic specializations.
Receptors are proteins on the membrane of a postsynaptic neuron, which cause ion
channels on the cell membrane to open or close, inevitably altering ion concentrations
within the postsynaptic neuron [13].

6

Fig. 2.1. Pyramidal neuron structure. Also shows the locations of
inputs and outputs of the pyramidal neurons in CA1 with reference
to the major laminae [12].
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2.1.1

Intrinsic Neuronal Properties

Neurons are commonly viewed as the computational component of the brain. They
have an electric potential measured as the potential difference between the inside of
a cell and the outside of a neuron. This membrane potential can be shown to spike in
response to both chemical and electrical stimulation. This spike is sometimes called
an action potential and may be referred to as neuron firing. We use these terms
interchangeably in this paper.
Action potentials exhibit a typical shape. There is a rise in membrane potential commonly referred to as depolarization. Once the membrane potential reaches a
threshold value, there is a sharp spike in the membrane potential which is immediately followed by a steep decrease in membrane potential termed hyperpolarization.
Following hyperpolarization is a period of time called afterhyper-polarization (AHP)
in which the membrane potential will increase slightly. During hyperpolarization and
AHP, it is difficult to cause the neuron to fire. This period of time is called the
refractory period, R, of a neuron.

2.1.2

Intrinsic Synaptic Properties

When a neuron fires, it can cause a spike in another neuron by sending a message
through a synapse. Synapses can be either chemical or electrical. Synapses facilitate
the transfer of information by effecting a change in ion concentrations inside the postsynpatic neuron. The process of synaptic transmission begins with an action potential
in a presynaptic neuron at the axon hillock. The action potential then travels along
the axon of a neuron to a synaptic bouton. Here, the change in membrane potential
signals to synaptic vesicles to fuse to the cell membrane which, in turn, causes the
release of neurotransmitters into the synaptic cleft for chemical synapses. On the
postsynaptic side of the cleft, the neurotransmitters loosely bind to receptors. This
loose bond will affect a local change in membrane structure by opening ion channels
which allow ion concentrations to change inside the neuron. At this point, transmis-
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sion is complete. If the change in ion concentration causes the membrane potential
to increase above the threshold voltage, then an action potential will be produced in
the second cell. The neurotransmitters are released from the receptors. Some of the
neurotransmitter will be recycled into the presynaptic cell and some will be processed
by cells which support the function of the nervous system. The receptors can be recycled in the postsynaptic cell and will recede into the neuron membrane if this occurs.
Thus, there are also refractory periods associated with synaptic transmission [13].
The action of ion channels is usually modeled as a dynamic electrical conductance
in membrane potential equations, which produces a current in the prescence of a
potential difference. The connection from one neuron occurs with a directed flow,
i.e., a presynaptic neuron will send current into a postsynaptic neuron. The current
injected into the postsynaptic neuron depends on the activity in the presynaptic cell,
the postsynaptic cell, and the synapse type. Some effects are commonly ignored
or simplified for simulation such as the amount of neurotransmitter release and the
process of neurotransmitter to receptor binding and its specific effects on ion channels.
Two major components typically included in studies simulating large networks are
synaptic delay and synaptic strength.
There are two major sources of action potential transmission delay. First, due to
the geometry of neurons, there may be some transmission delay due to travel along
the axon. A second source of delay is the time it takes for presynaptic neurons to send
the signal to the postsynaptic neuron and to cause ion channels to open. This delay
is called the synaptic delay. Studies simulating large network effects will typically
lump the two sources of transmission delay into a synaptic delay measurement, τd ,
for simplicity.
Synaptic strength is directly affected by the amount of neurotransmitter released
into the synaptic cleft, the amount of neurotransmitter that binds to receptors, and
the postsynaptic neuron’s response to the neurotransmitter-receptor binding. In simulation, this value is affected by the amplitude of an input current which is directly
affected by a conductance parameter, gmax , a variable describing the action of the
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ion channel, s, and the reversal potential, Vsyn . The conductance parameter, gmax is
directly proportional to the synaptic current. The reversal potential determines the
potential difference across the conductance, V − Vsyn . The variable, s, is typically
refered to as a gating variable. This variable is zero when transmission is not occurring and one when ion channels around the synapse are fully open in the postsynaptic
cell. Furthermore, s may be modeled with varying amounts of detail. In all models, s
is dependent on the presynaptic neuron membrane potential. However, the synaptic
gating variable may have a dynamic or static description.

2.2

CA1 and CA3 Hippocampal Topologies
The sections of the brain that inspired this thesis are the CA1 and CA3 regions of

the hippocampus. In patients with partial epilepsy, there is evidence of hippocampal
involvement [6–8]. The hippocampus is part of the hippocampal formation, which
is contained in the limbic lobe. The function of the hippocampus itself is not well
defined; however, as part of the limbic system, the hippocampus is associated with
learning and memory, emotional reactions, and sexual behavior [9]. Furthermore, the
limbic lobe encircles the brainstem which is located deep inside the brain as shown
in figure ?? [12]. The deep location adds risk to resective surgeries.
The hippocampal formation is composed of the subicular cortex, dentate gyrus,
and the hippocampus. Each are composed of layers. For the hippocampus, the main
layers are named the polymorphic, pyramidal, and molecular layers. The polymorphic
layer contains basket cells which are the region’s major inhibitory interneuron. The
pyramidal layer contains the region’s principal excitatory cell, the pyramidal neuron,
and golgi type II cells. Golgi type II cells are inhibitory interneurons with short
axons. The molecular layer contains the processes (i.e. axons and dendrites) from
other regions of the hippocampus, figure 2.3 [12].
While these layers are considered the primary layers of the hippocampus, the
structure is further divided into secondary laminae. Figure 2.1 depicts the laminae
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Fig. 2.2. The limbic lobe [12].

Fig. 2.3. Layers in the rhesus monkey hippocampus [12].

for the CA1 region of the hippocampus. The figure shows the locations of inputs
and outputs of a pyramidal cell in the CA1 region relative to the neuron’s geometry
and orientation in the laminae. At the top of the figure is the stratum moleculare,
it contains part of the larger dendritic tree for this neuron. There is an input shown
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to be incoming from the entorhinal cortex along the perforant path. The next layer
is the stratum lacunosum in which the pyramidal neuron is shown to receive inputs
from recurrent (Schaffer) collaterals from the CA3 region of the hippocampus and the
Raphe, septal region of the brain. In the stratum radiatum the the neuron recieves
inputs from commissural axons, neurons intrinsic to the region like short axon cells,
and inputs from the dentate fascia. At the stratum pyramidale, basket cells synapse
directly onto the cell body of the pyramidal neuron. A shorter set of dendrites are
shown to be located in the stratum oriens along with some axonal outputs. Short axon
cells and commissural axons synapse on the available dendrites. Lastly, the alveus,
is the major output path for the hippocampus and contains axons from principle
cells [12].
Up to this point, the hippocampus has been presented as a structure which is
consistent throughout; however, there are differences in cell morphology, pathways
for fiber systems, and the relative-development of various regions, e.g. some layers
may be included or excluded and dendritic trees may be more complex with more
branches and connections in some regions than in others. Therefore, the hippocampus
was orginally subdivided into regions CA1 through CA4; however, today CA4 is
commonly included in the dentate gyrus. The letters “CA” stand for cornu ammonis
meaning Ammon’s horn and are descriptive of the hippocampus’s physical shape [12].
The major differences in the CA1 and CA3 regions of the hippocampus are the
their secondary laminae and synaptic connections. In the CA3 region the stratum
lucidum is present. While mossy fibers from the dentate gyrus are present throughout
this layer, synapses from these fibers are located in the stratum pyramidale. The stratum lucidum is not present in the CA1 region. Pyramidal neurons in the CA3 region
exert recurrent connections to neurons within CA3 and CA1. CA1 does not provide
an input to CA3 [12]. The number of recurrent connections intrinsic to the CA1 and
CA3 regions is reportedly different. Recurrent connections are stationary synaptic
connections. The CA1 region is reported to have less than 1 % recurrent connections
while the CA3 region is reported to have more than 2 % recurrent connections [14].
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Thus, the number of connections to intrinsic pyramidal neurons is higher in the CA3
region than it is in the CA1 region.
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3. RELATED WORKS
When examining seizures, researchers have been able to record the occurrence of
seizures using electroencephalograms (EEGs). A single channel on an EEG is measured by placing an electrode on a subject’s head (patch electrodes) or inside the
subject’s brain (intracranial recordings). For the patch electrodes and the intracranial electrodes (presumed to be more accurate), the electrodes measure behavior of
neurons within some proximity to the electrodes, and in some sense, provide a measure of population activity. From the recordings, seizures have come to be defined
as abnormal electrical activity in the brain. More specifically, EEG recordings of
seizures have higher frequency and sometimes higher amplitude than normal operation in a specific channel as shown in figure 3.1 [15]. It is believed that the population
measures depict this behavior when the membrane potentials of individual neurons
in a small region of the brain spike synchronously. The high frequency is due to
locally synchronous neuron firings within different clusters where clusters are out of
phase [16]
In computer simulations, researchers have investigated epileptiform activity by
creating networks of neurons using individual neuron and synapse models and imposing a topology on their interconnections. Population firing is a measure of network
behavior frequently used in computer simulation, and it is the total number of neurons exhibiting a spike in their membrane potential within a time interval. Population
firing is a useful way to measure network activity because it is viewed as being related
to some of the patterns seen in electrode recordings. In both electrophysiological and
computer simulated experiments topics related to epilepsy, e.g., network synchrony
and oscillations, are investigated by examining three major parameters: intrinisic
neuronal properties, intrinsic synaptic properties, and network connectivity.
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Fig. 3.1. An example of EEG recordings. The channels are labeled
LTD and RTD 1-6 , LST, RST LOF, ROF, RLO 1-4. The EEG depicts seizure behavior in multiple channels. The seizure begins on the
right half of the brain in channels RTD 1-3, and propagates through
other regions in the right half of the brain before traveling to the left
side of the brain LST and LTD 1-4 (circled in red). Figure adapted
from [15] without permission to include the red circle [15].

3.1

Electrophysiological Experiments
Only a few of many electrophysiological experiments are presented in this section.

The general consensus is that the three major factors, intrinsic neuronal properties,
intrinsic synaptic properties and network connectivity, modulate epileptiform activity;
however, neuronal and synaptic systems are complicated and many factors can affect
these three major parameters as described in Chapter 2.
There has been much investigation into the role of GABA in epilepsy [17, 18].
Molnar et. al. investigated this phenomenon using genetically epilepsy prone rats
(GEPRs). Alterations in the neuron responses from substrains GEPR-9 and GEPR3 as compared to the substrain GEPR-NE and Sprague-Dawley rats and were observed. When Purkinje neurons from the GEPR-9 substrain were exposed to varying
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concentrations of GABA and muscimol, a GABAA agonist, the concentration where
GEPR-9 neurons reached 50% of the maximum hyperpolarization amplitude observed
in Sprague-Dawley rat neurons under the same stimulus was shifted to the right. In
this case, the GEPR-9 neurons are capable of reaching the same level of hyperpolarization as the control substrains, but higher concentrations of GABA and muscimol
where required. In GEPR-3 neurons, the 50% point was the same as observed in the
Sprawg Daley and GEPR-NE neurons, but the maximum hyperpolarization was not
as high. Thus, the GEPR-3 neurons were not able to achieve the same hyperpolarization amplitude. The particular mechanisms responsible for these altered responses
remains unclear [18]; however, these experiments suggest that synaptic properties
may play a role in some types of epilepsy.
Mangan et.al. investigated how altering the magnesium content of extracellular
solution affected hippocampal neurons in culture. When magnesium was eliminated
from the extracellular solution of hippocampal neuron cultures, the neurons were capable of bursting. Bursting in this sense is on the neuron level meaning that single
neurons fired rapidly and resting potentials appear elavated in electrode recordings.
There were two major theories on why this occured. First, magnesium blocks NMDA
receptors, decreasing synaptic strength. The second theory was that magnesium reduces the electric field across the neuronal membrane; thus, removing magnesium
from extracellular solution would cause an increase in membrane potential, implicating neuronal properties as causes for the epileptiform activity. In contrast, modeling
studies of the hippocampus show that enhanced excitabilty is necessary for bursting
but not sufficient. In fact, bursting can occur even in the presence of neuronal inhibition if the number of connections between neurons in the network is adequately
dense [19].
To determine the mechanism underlying low magnesium induced bursting, the
Mangan et al. used hippocampal cultures of CA1 and CA3 pyramidal neurons obtained from Sprague-Dawley rats. Two densities of cultures were used to test effects
of connectivity on the cultures behavior, and cultures were exposed to extracellular
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solutions with and without magnesium. Initial examination of the cultures with zero
magnesium showed changes in the action potential thresholds of neurons and the
bursting behavior. Because these changes in activity were absent from cultures of
lower density and hyperpolarization of cells did not terminate bursting often, Mangan et al. concluded that the bursting observed in the zero magnesium cultures was
a network-driven phenomenon. More precisely, the bursting was due to synaptic or
topologic properties of the cultured neurons rather than intrinsic neuronal properties [19].
Further investigation of the cultures showed that the low density cultures had
less synaptic connections than the high density cultures and were incapable of bursting. Mangan et al. also checked whether bursting could be attributed to exicitatory
synaptic connections. To do this, NMDA and AMPA receptors where blocked. These
two receptors bind to the excitatory neurotransmitter, glutamate. However, each
receptor exhibits different dynamics; AMPA receptors are associated with a faster
postsynaptic response than NMDA receptors. Because blocking NMDA receptors did
not terminate bursting in zero magnesium cultures but blocking AMPA receptors did
terminate bursting, neurotransmission through AMPA synaptic receptors played a
major role.
Magnesium also has some presynaptic effects. Zero magnesium cultures showed
increased levels of glutamate release despite the addition of TTX to extracellular
solution. TTX acts as an action potential inhibitor. Thus, the increased levels of
neurotransmitter were not due to action potentials produced by the neurons. While
the exact mechanism underlying this increase in spontaneous glutamate release remains unclear, the possibility of increased Calcium concentrations at the presynaptic
openings was listed as a possible cause [19].
In another work, pyramidal neurons of CA3 hippocampal slices were capable of
bursting while neurons in the CA1 hippocampal slices did not burst [14]. The number
of recurrent pyramidal to pyramidal connections seen in CA3 versus CA1 was blamed
for the disparity. In CA3, the number of recurrent connections is approximated to
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be 2%, as opposed to the less than 1% observed in the CA1 region. This experiment
served as partial inspiration for the computer-simulated experiments with small world
networks in [2].
As the idea that neural networks exhibit small world characteristics began to
spread among computational neuroscientists in 2004, neuroscientists continued looking for more evidence of its existence in biological systems in later years. One such
work used neuroimaging to perform topological studies [10]. fMRIs showed that clustering of connections was two times more likely to occur in the human brain than in
a graph of similar size with randomly generated connections [10].

3.2

Computer Simulated Experiments
Despite the multitude of recent advances in topological knowledge, the exact con-

nectivity of the human hippocampus is unobtainable because there are variations
among specimen and even within specimen from one day to the next. Thus, for many
years computational neuroscientists have worked by imposing various topologies on
networks of neurons and fitting simulation parameters to reflect the information available. Three such topologies are demonstrated in this section.
Wang et al. examined network synchrony in a network of 100 or more interconnected inhibitory neurons. The synaptic connections were randomly generated so that
each neuron had an average number of connections, Msyn , and two neurons would
have a synaptic connection with probability

Msyn
,
N

where N is the number of cells in

the network. Researchers examined network synchrony with regards to changes in
the periodic stimulus of the neurons in the simulation, maximum amplitude of the
afterhyperpolarization potential, the synaptic decay time constant, and the heterogeneity of the system. From examining these parameters, researchers reached several
conclusions about this system. First, synchrony was high whenever the periodic firing
rates for the individual neurons was in the gamma frequency range (20-80 Hz). Furthermore, the amplitude of the afterhyperpolarization needed to be higher than the
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synaptic reversal potential for synchrony to occur. The ratio between the synaptic
decay time and the oscillation period of neuron firings should be sufficiently large to
achieve synchrony. If there was too much variance in the applied currents, the neurons in the network would not fire in phase. Lastly, that a minimum average number
of connections was necessary for synchrony to occur [5].
Netoff, et al. applied a small world topology to a neuronal network. For these
simulations, neurons were placed equidistantly on a circle and have local connections
within k neurons. A proportion of these local connections were replaced with long
range connections so that each neuron is still connected to the same number of neurons
[2]. Using this topology, researchers examined the production, propagation, and death
of waves of neuronal firing. It could be seen from simulation that large groups of
neurons would fire at the same time and produce a wave of subsequent firing in
neurons within their neighborhood and occasionally start new waves via their long
range connections. Varying connectivity parameters like the neighborhood size k, the
proportion of long range connections ρ, and synaptic strength,p1 , would alter network
behavior. Furthermore, burst or wave propagation (typically regarded as epileptic
system behavior) can only occur when the connectivity parameters are large [3, 4].
The parameters include synaptic strength, proportion of long range connections and
the size of a neuron’s neighborhood for small-world topologies. Netoff et al. were able
to show that seizure behavior could be sustained if these parameters were set neither
too large nor too small. If the parameters were too large, then bursts propagated
quickly, terminated quickly, and the overall population firing was smaller than it
would be if the parameters were set to lower values [2].
Swiercz et al. chose to address the synaptic dynamics with increased detail by
incorporating a model for glutamate consumption and production, which presumably
alters the synaptic strength and/or conductance based on a glutamate release probability. The network in these experiments is composed of 10,000 excitatory neurons
laid out on a 100 by 100 grid. There are also 225 inhibitory neurons laid out on a
15 by 15 grid and blended in with the excitatory neurons. Each one of these neurons
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is connected to excitatory neighbors within a radius of 6 cells [3]. Thus, excitatory
to excitatory, excitatory to inhibitory, and inhibitory to excitatory connections were
present. This also implies that approximately 2.2% of the neurons are inhibitory, and
there are approximately 1.1% connections for excitatory and inhibitory neurons.
Swiercz et al. also incorporated a population measure by modeling electrode
recordings. The model electrode recordings were created assuming the electrode is in
the middle of the grid and can only detect spikes from cells within a neighborhood
radius of 32 neurons. The membrane potentials of individual cells were assigned a
weight depending on the distance from the electrode. More specifically, the further
away from the electrode the lower the weight assigned to the neuron. A nonspecified
Gaussian shape was used for this purpose. The weighted sum of the membrane
potentials at a time step represented the electrode recording at that time step [3].
Conditions for burst initiation were created by altering the difference between the
resting membrane potential and the threshold voltage. This effectively increases the
sensitivity of the neuron to any current input. Bursts were then initiated by a random
input current. After creating the conditions for bursting to occur, burst length and
interburst interval (IBI) were measured with respect to changes in the threshold
voltage with and without inhibitory connections, inhibition by altering the synaptic
reveral potential, the probability of glutamate release, and mean synaptic strength.
One additional experiment was performed to demonstrate that the effects of bursting
on synaptic weights in the network, i.e., testing for long term potentiation [3].
Their results showed that bursting activity could be controlled by altering the
inhibition in the network, amount of releasable glutamate, the neuron’s excitability,
and synaptic strength. Experiments run without inhibitory connections showed that
bursts could be terminated without synaptic inhibition and that there was a moderate
increase in burst length without synaptic inhibition. The authors also investigated the
plausability of terminating bursts using inhibition and found that while it is possible
to terminate bursts using inhibition, unusually high inhibition is necessary. This result
is consistent with previous simulation studies [20–22]. As evidenced by physiological
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experiments, e.g. [19], glutamate release probability also has a significant impact on
epileptiform activity. When Swiercz et al. increased the probability of glutamate
release, the mean IBI and burst length both increased. The reason for both IBI and
burst length increases is probably due to an exhaustion of resources. Increasing the
probability of glutamate release increases the chances of full network propagation.
Thus, the burst length increases. As the burst length increases, more glutamate is
being used, which could require some time for replenishment. Thus, the IBI would
also increase. When examining effects of increased neuronal excitability, decreasing
the threshold voltage on the neuron models caused a decrease in the mean IBI. Lastly,
examing the effects of altered synaptic strength on network behavior revealed that
increasing the synaptic strength caused a decrease in the IBI and a decrease in the
burst length. While this may seem unusual, the authors also describe a change in
the frequency of burst events. For low synaptic strengths, 45%, the network only
produced two bursts; however, at high synaptic strengths, 95%, the network was
constantly producing bursts, i.e., a burst was produced, followed by some inactivity,
and then another burst-inactivity cycle. While the authors did not observe that any
region tended to burst more than others, they did observe that regions with higher
synaptic strength did initiate bursts more often than others. Furthermore, with
topology used in these experiments, large network sizes were necessary for reliable
results [3].
While Swiercz, et al. have investigated bursting for a large network with planar
lattice topology, questions about how the proportion of long range connections will
affect network behavior were not addressed. Netoff, et al. investigated how the proportion of long range connections affected network behavior and presented a simplified
model to describe how varying synaptic strength, neighborhood size, and proportion
of long range connections would affect network behavior. The picture provided by
Netoff, et al. was intended to match networks with small world topology and does
not include any investigation of how neuron excitability affects network behavior.
Therefore, the author of this thesis has chosen to adapt the planar lattice topology
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to include long range connections and to create a simplified model which can be used
to give a picture of network behavior quickly.
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4. METHODS FOR FULL-SCALE SIMULATION
4.1

Topology
Many neuronal networks exhibit small world characteristics [10]. The hippocam-

pus is organized into layers, with the cell bodies of the pyramidal neurons residing in
one layer and each pyramidal neuron in a layer and region exhibiting a typical connection scheme [9, 12]. For these reasons, a topology incorporating both the planar
lattice topology in [3] and small world characteristics as seen in [2] has been used to
represent the CA1 region of the hippocampus.
We adapt the network topology used in [3]. Our topology differs from this topology
because the inhibitory neurons are absent in all simulations for simplicity, and we have
incorporated small world characteristics. Excitatory neurons are placed on a 100 by
100 grid, and neurons are connected to neighboring neurons within a radius r0 . This
radius is called the radius of connectivity or the neighborhood radius. We replace
a proportion of the connections, ρ, with long range connections. Our topology has
small-world characteristics, but is more similar to the observed anatomical structure
for in vitro experiments. Synaptic strengths and noise parameters are similar to those
found in [2]. A graphical representation of the connection scheme for a single neuron
maybe seen in Figure 4.1.

4.2

Network Simulations with the Hodgkin-Huxley Neuron Model
There are several models for neurons which describe the membrane potential as a

function of intrinsic parameters and inputs: Hodgkin-Huxley, leaky integrate-and-fire
model, and many others. The Hodgkin-Huxley neuron model is possibly the most
famous neuron model. This model describes the membrane potential in terms of a
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Fig. 4.1. Example topology. Each neuron in the network is regularly
spaced on the grid as shown in A. In B, Each neuron is connected
to its nearest neighbors within a circular radius of r0 . The red circle
indicates the outer edge of the neighborhood for the center neuron.
The blue lines indicate a connection from the center neuron to the
target neurons. In C, a proportion of the neighborhood connections
for the center neuron have been replaced with long range connections,
i.e. connections outside the neighborhood.

membrane capacitance, ionic channel conductances and reversal potentials. In fact,
this model may also be described by an electric circuit diagram as shown in Figure 4.2.
The neuron membrane itself is modeled as a capacitor with value C. The membrane
potential is measured from the inside of the cell to the outside of the cell. The current
traveling through the membrane is equal to a sum of the ionic currents,Iion channels ,
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Fig. 4.2. Electrical circuit representation of the Hodgkin-Huxley model.

the synaptic currents, Isynapses , and the applied current, Iapplied . The ionic currents for
the Hodgkin-Huxley model are a sodium current, a potassium current, and a leakage
current. These currents are represented graphically by the branches in the circuit
with conductances and reversal potentials in series shown in Figure 4.2. Equations
4.1-4.3 describe the behavior of this electric circuit.

C

dV
dt

= −Iion channels − Isynapses + Iapplied

(4.1)

Iion channels = IN a + IK + IL

(4.2)

Iion channels = GN a (V − VN a ) + GK (V − VK ) + gL (V − VL )

(4.3)

The conductances, GN a and GK , are products of values for gating variables of the
ionic channels and maximal conductances for the channels and are dependent on the
membrane potential. An ionic channel gating variable is a measure of the openness
of a channel. If a gating variable has a value of one, then the channel is fully open
for this model.
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GN a = gN a,max m3 h
GK = gK,max n4

(4.4)
(4.5)

In equations (4.4) and (4.5), m, n, and h are gating variables. The dynamics
describing the behavior of the gating variables are given in equations (4.6)–(4.14).

dm
= αm (1 − m) − βm m
dt
dh
= αh (1 − h) − βh h
dt
0.1(V + 25)
αm =
exp (0.1(V + 25)) − 1
 
V
βm = 4exp
18
 
V
αh = 0.07exp
20
1
βh =
exp (0.1 (V + 30)) + 1
dn
= αn (1 − n) − βn n
dt
0.01(V + 10)
αn =
exp (0.1(V + 10)) − 1
 
V
βn = 0.125exp
80

(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)
(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)
(4.13)
(4.14)

The synaptic current is shown in Figure 4.2 as another conductance and voltage
source in series. Gsyn represents the sum of conductances from all synaptic inputs
to the neuron. For a single synaptic input transmitting activity from one neuron to
another, a single exponential has been used as shown in Equation (4.15) to represent
the conductance. The W value is a weight value and can be used to affect changes
in the synaptic strength, p1 . A synaptic conductance has nonzero value only after a
presynaptic cell fires at time, tf,i . The τ value controls how fast the synaptic conductance decays. For each synaptic current transmitted from neuron i to neuron j
the following expression is summed to other synaptic currents currents in the post-
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synaptic cell resulting in equation (4.16). The Vsyn value, is the reversal potential or
voltage at which the current changes direction.

gsynapse (t) = W e−(t−tf,i )/τ
Isynapse,j = sumi∈{presynaptic neurons to neuron j} W e−(t−tf,i )/τ (Vj −Vsyn )

(4.15)
(4.16)

The applied current may be any applied current such as an injection current. For
this application, Iapplied is a noise source which causes the neuron membrane potential
to spike randomly but with an average rate.
For this neuron model, simulation was performed using CSIM. CSIM is a software
package which incorporates the effeciency of the C++ programing language with the
data handling capabilities of Matlab by using the mex package from Matlab. Thus,
sample Matlab code is given in the Appendix for simulating this network.

4.3

Network Simulations with the Leaky Integrate-and-Fire Neuron Model
Another popular model is the LIF model. Equation (4.17) describes the usual

model with an injected current noise. Here, V is the membrane potential, Vleak is
the resting potential of the neuron, Isyn is the synaptic input current (described in a
following paragraph), and ξ is the injected current noise. The ξ input is modeled as a
Gaussian random variable with zero mean and sufficient variance to achieve a target
mean spike rate for individual neurons. We choose to work with the LIF neuron
because of its simplicity.
dV
= Vleak − V + Isyn + ξ
dt

(4.17)

To simulate this model neuron, we apply the forward Euler integration method
with a time step of 0.1ms to equation (4.17) after initializing the membrane potential
below Vleak . When the membrane potential reaches a threshold voltage, Vthreshold ,
a spike is emitted by the neuron. The time of the spike is recorded, the membrane
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potential is reset to Vreset , and the neuron is placed in refractory. During the refractory
period, the terms Isyn and ξ are no longer added in the differential equation which
essentially models a block of all inputs into the neuron. Once the neuron is out of the
refractory period, the original differential equation in equation (4.17) is integrated
again.
To provide synaptic inputs to each neuron in full scale simulations with LIF model
neurons, the following model was used.

Isyn,i = gmax (Vsyn − Vi )

X

sj

(4.18)

j∈{tf,i >t−tf }∩{Connected to i}

For a specific neuron i, the synaptic current is equal to the product of the maximal conductance for a synaptic channel, gmax , the distance between the membrane
potential of neuron i, and the reversal potential of the synaptic current channel, Vsyn ,
and the sum of all sj such that j is in the set of neurons which have fired within the
past ts seconds and are connected to neuron i. The variables tf,j and t denote the
last firing time of neuron j and the current time in simulation, respectively. Here, sj
is a weight variable: it takes on values between 0 and 1 according to equation (4.19).



sj = A e(t−tf,i )/τslow − e(t−tf,i )/τf ast (u(t − tf,j + 2) − u(t − tf,j + 10))

(4.19)

The synaptic amplitude, A, is chosen so that the maximum value of sj is 1.
The parameters τslow and τf ast are the slow and fast decay rates, respectively, which
determine the shape of s and are chosen to achieve a maximum value of sj of roughly
3 ms, τd , after a neuron j emits a spike. The gmax parameter is the primary means
by which synaptic strength is altered. However, if the spike rate of the neurons is
changed the value of synaptic strength is also changed for a constant value of gmax .
Some example scripts for these simulations can be found in the Appendix.
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5. DEVELOPMENT OF ANALYTICAL MODEL
The problem is to create a simplified mathematical model of neuronal activity in a
planar lattice network. This model provides a method of investigation for designs
in early stages of development. The model developed herein includes parameters
for investigation of all three of the major factors affecting epileptiform activity. Because this model is simple in comparison to the full-scale network simulations, its
computational complexity is significantly smaller than that of the full-scale network
simulations. To begin the development of this model, assumptions are made. These
assumptions are based on observations from full-scale network simulations.

5.1

Assumptions

1. Neurons in the network are arranged on a nr by nc grid and each neuron is
connected to its nearest neighbors via synapses within a radius of ro neurons.
The network size is denoted as Ne = nr × nc , where nr is defined as the number
of rows of neurons in the grid and nc is defined as the number of columns of
neurons in the grid.
2. All neurons in the network are excitatory.
3. Transmission delays between neurons are assumed to be entirely due to synaptic
delay and the synaptic delay, τd , is constant and equal for each synapse in the
network.
Because the synaptic delay is assumed constant and is the same for each synapse,
using the synaptic delay as the sample period for a discretized model can greatly
simplify model derivation. Thus, from now on, a spike is assumed to have oc-
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Fig. 5.1. Illustration of collision between two wave fronts. The shaded
regions denote areas of activity. X represents the distance between
the outer edges of the two wave fronts and Y (X) denotes the area of
the region of overlap.

curred at time step i, if a neuron produces an action potential in the continuous
time interval ((i − 1)τd , iτd ].
4. All neurons are assumed to have the same refractory period, τR . Thus, neurons
will remain refractory for R = τR /τd time steps after firing.
5. The average spontaneous spike rate for each individual neuron is included as a
parameter and is typically set to 0.0315 spikes/second as seen in [2]. Thus the
probability of a neuron firing sponataneously in a given time step is spike rate
in spikes/ second × τd seconds/ sample = spike rate τd for each neuron.
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6. For the purposes of determining an expected initial wave front size, it is assumed
that the amount of activity in the system is significantly less than the total size
of the network, i.e., the number of neurons which are excitable is very close to
the total number of neurons in the network. Thus, a new wave is equally likely
to appear at any location on the grid.
7. For the purposes of calculating the number of neurons in active wave fronts due
to the propagation of pre-existing waves, it is further assumed that all waves are
circular. This will give us an overestimate of the number of active neurons for
the propagation of partial waves, e.g., waves that begin in a corner area, and we
will have an underestimate of the number of active neurons for the propagation
of merged waves.
8. We also assume that waves propagate radially outward from their origin at a
rate of r0 neurons per time step. This assumption is observed to be true from
simulation studies and makes logical sense because all synaptic delays are equal
and each neuron is connected to its neighbors within a circular radius of r0 .
9. All waves at time i are of average size, Ai /wi , where Ai denotes the number of
active neurons at time i and wi denotes the number of active waves at time i.
10. For the purposes of finding an expected value for the amount of neuronal activity
lost to collision, we assume that the distance X between the outer edges of two
waves in collision is uniformly distributed over the interval [0,r0 ] since wave
fronts can begin at any neuron on the grid Figure 5.1.

5.2

Model Derivation
Table 5.1 contains all symbols used in this derivation and is provided as a quick

reference to the reader. The activity of excitatory neurons connected in a planar
lattice with radius of connectivity, ro , is modeled as a birth/death process with respect
to the propagation of waves of neuronal activity.
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Table 5.1
Symbols used in formulation.
Name

Definition

Value

Ai

Number of neurons firing at time i

-

Mi

Number of neurons in collision/merging at time i

-

Ni

Projected number of neurons firing in new waves

-

born at time i
wi

Number of active waves at time i

-

ni

Number of waves born at time i

-

mi

Number of waves lost to collision/merging at time

-

i
τd

Synaptic delay and sampling period

-

ro

Neighborhood radius/radius of connectivity

-

Ne

Network Size

nr

Number of rows of neurons

-

nc

Number of columns of neurons

-

S

Probability of a neuron spiking within a time step spike rate τd

R

Number of times steps a neuron is in the refractory

nr × nc

τR /τd

period after it fires
L

The average distance from the birth neuron of a

-

wave to the innermost edge of a wave front
α(Ai )

The average size of expandable wave fronts at time

Ai
wi

i
Ei

The number of excitable neurons at time i

wi+1 = wi + ni − mi

-

(5.1)
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Equation (5.1) is adapted from a similar model presented in a paper by [2]. Unlike the model developed herein, the authors of [2] derived their model for a small
world network topology. In their network, the neurons were connected on a line.
This line was connected end to end. Then each neuron was connected to k of its
nearest neighbors. Finally, a proportion of these connections to nearest neighbors
were randomly reconnected. For the simplified model in such a small world topology,
the wave size is observed to be constant since waves propagate on a line. However,
for the topology being addressed in this thesis, waves propagate outward from their
birth neuron and thus, grow in size. Furthermore, death in the small world epilepsy
model was the result of wave front collision; however, collision of two wave fronts in
this lattice topology results in a merger of the two wave fronts into one wave front.
For this reason we have altered the death rate from the small world epilepsy model to
a merge rate, mi , in our model. As in the small world model, wi denotes the number
of active waves at time step i and ni denotes the wave birth rate at time step i.
Since the waves of neuronal activity expand as they travel, it is necessary to keep
track of the number of neurons in these active waves. Thus, we have introduced a
new equation.

Ai+1 = fexpansion (wi , L(α(Ai ))) + Ni − Mi

(5.2)

In equation (5.2), we model the number of active neurons at time i + 1 as the
sum of a active neurons in propagated waves and new waves, and then subtract the
number of actively firing neurons in collisions at time i. Each one of these system
variables depends heavily on the number of excitable neurons in the lattice, Ei , equation (5.4). A neuron is excitable at time i if it is not spiking/firing at time i and has
not spiked/fired within the set number of refractory time steps,R. R is determined
by the absolute refractory period, τR , of the neurons in the system and the synaptic
delay (i.e., sampling period). More exactly, R = τR /τd .
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R =

τR
τd

Ei = N e −

(5.3)
R
X

(Ai−j )

(5.4)

j=0

The function,fexpansion , takes the number of active waves as one of its inputs.
The other input, L(α(Ai )) is the average distance from the birth neuron of a wave
to the inner edge existing wave fronts and is a measure of average age for the wave
fronts in the network. To compute, the number of neurons present in the propagated
pre-existing wave fronts, we assume that all waves are circular and of average size,
α(Ai ) = Ai /wi . Then the average age is computed, L(α), of the waves in the system
in equation (5.6). Once these wave fronts are expanded the new distance from the
birth neuron to the outer edge of the wave front is L + 2r0 . Thus the new average
wave size is calculated as π((L + 2r0 )2 − (L + r0 )2 ). And the number of neurons active
at time i + 1 from the propagation of pre-existing waves is πwi ((L + 2r0 )2 − (L + r0 ))2 )
which may be simplified as in equation (5.7).

Ai
wi
α − πr02
L(α) =
2πr0
fexpansion (wi , L) = πwi (2r0 L + 3r0 2 )
α(Ai ) =

(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)

To find the number of neurons lost to merger, Mi , the number of collisions/mergers,
mi , at time i must be found. From the derivation in [2], the rate of collision was
2αwi /ei , where α was constant and equal to the number of neurons in an active wave
front, wi was again the number of active wave fronts at time i, and ei denoted the
number of excitable neurons in the system, which we have denoted as Ei . The term
2αwi is essentially a measure of the total number of neurons firing at time i. The
scalar multiple of two comes into effect because the waves are moving toward each
other at a rate of 2α. For the small world system this results in the deaths of two
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wave fronts. However, for the planar lattice topology, this rate is halved because the
waves do not die but merge. The number of collisions is proportional to the number of
actively firing neurons and inversely proportional to the number of excitable neurons
in the system at time i. Thus, our new expression for mi is as follows, equation (5.8).

mi =

Ai
Ei

(5.8)

Because collision occurs due propagation, wave fronts at time i have average size
equal to (fexpansion (wi , L(α(Ai )))/wi ) or simply equation (5.9). The average age of the
expanded waves is LM = L(α(Ai )) + r0 . These terms will be used in the computation
of the expected number of neurons in collision which is dependent on the size of the
wave fronts and the wave thickness, r0 .

α(fexpansion (wi , L(α(Ai )))) = π(2r0 L + 3r0 2 )
LM = L(α(Ai )) + r0

(5.9)
(5.10)

To complete calculation of Mi , the expected amount of wave front overlap for
an average expanded wave size is needed. This expected value multiplied by the
number of collisions will yield the total number of neurons in collision at time i.
From assumption 10, the distance, X, between the outer edges of the colliding wave
fronts is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the interval [0,r0 ]. To determine
the average number of neurons in collision another variable termed Y is introduced.
Y is dependent on X and is also a random variable. To determine an expression for
Y . Y can be thought of as the area of the overlap region shown in Figure 5.1, and
can be calculated as the area of the wedge, Awedge , minus the area of the triangle,
Atriangle , multiplied by 2, Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, respectively.

β=

cos−1 (

r0 +LM − X
2
r0 +LM

)

Y = 4(Awedge − Atriangle )

(5.11)
(5.12)
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Fig. 5.2. Illustration of collision between two wave fronts. r0 is the
thickness of the wave fronts, L is the average distance from the birth
neuron to the inner edge of the wave front, and X is the distance
between the outer edges of the two wave fronts.


β
2
π (LM + r0 )
Y =4
2π


s
2
1
X
X
2
−
(r0 + LM ) − r0 + LM −
r0 + L M −
2
2
2




r +LM − X
2
cos−1 0r0 +L
M
(r0 + LM )2 
Y = 4
2
r


X
1
X2
r0 + L M −
−
X (r0 + LM ) −
2
4
2


(5.13)

(5.14)
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Fig. 5.3. Illustration of collision between two wave fronts. The
shaded region in this figure represents the triangular area used in
Equation(5.12).

Then to find the expected number of neurons in a collision at time i, the expectation of Y (X) as follows is taken as follows in Equations (5.15)-(5.18).

E[Y (X)]

R r0

y(x)fX (x)dx
0
R r0
= 0 y(x)( r10 )dx

E[Y (X)] =

(5.15)
(5.16)
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Fig. 5.4. Illustration of collision between two wave fronts. The shaded
region in this figure represents the wedge area refered to in Equation
(5.12).

E[Y (X)] =



1
r0
1
2

Z

0

r

r0

 cos−1
4



r0 +LM − x2
r0 +LM

2
x2





(r0 + LM )2

(5.17)

x 

r0 + L M −
dx
x (r0 + LM ) −
4
2




r0
r0
2
−1
3
1−
cos
−
1−
E[Y (X)] =
− 2(r0 + LM )
r0
2(r0 + LM )
2(r0 + LM )

2 ! 21 
 32 
r0
1
2
1− 1−
3r0 + 4r0 LM
−
r0 + L M
12
−

(5.18)
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Since Mi is equal to the rate of collision at time i multiplied by the expected
number of neurons in a single collision at time i, we get the following expression for
Mi .

Mi = mi E[Y (X)]
(5.19)




r0
r0
cos−1 1 −
1−
− 2(r0 + LM )3
Mi = m i
r0
2(r0 + LM )
2(r0 + LM )
1
!
(5.20)
2 2 


3

r0
1
3r02 + 4r0 LM 2
− 1− 1−
−
r0 + L M
12
2

We have previously written about the growth and collision of existing waves. In

this section, the birth of waves is addressed. Our model for wave birth is patterned
after the small world epilepsy model found in [2]. In this model, we assume that waves
can be born spontaneously in any excitable space in the lattice. Thus, the spontaneous
birth rate, nspontaneous , is directly proportional to the probability of spontatneous
firing in a single time step, spike rate × τd , and the amount of excitable area, Ei .
Furthermore, in order for a wave to begin spontaneously, the growth of a wave front
must follow the single sponatneous firing. Since this model has edges and waves may
start at any point in the lattice, we have determined an expression for the expected
size of a new wave for this topology dependent on the network and neighborhood
sizes, nr , nc and ro (equation (5.21)). The terms nr and nc denote the number of
neurons in a row and column of the network grid, respectively. The network size can
be determined by Ne = nr × nc .

E[AN W ] =

ro2
(3πnr nc − (3π + 4)ro nr − (3π + 4)ro nc + (9π + 14)ro2 )
3nr nc

(5.21)

To determine this equation, it was assumed that a new wave may start at any
location in the lattice with equal likelihood. This assumption is violated if the lattice
is supporting a high amount of activity at a given time. However, the lattice was
divided into sections according to the type of calculations needed to determine an
expected area for that region. For the middle section, the area calculation was simple,
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πro2 . For the edge, noncorner regions, the area could range from πro2 /2 to πro2 . To
resolve this issue, we used a random variable D, uniformly distributed over the interval
[0,ro ], to represent the distance of the birth neuron from the edge of the lattice and
determined an equation for the area of a wave dependent on the variable D. This
area was determined in much the same way as in previous calculations for area. Once
an expression for the area was obtained, the expectation of the area with respect to
the distance from the edge of the grid was taken. For the corner regions, the area
of new waves ranged from πro2 /4 to πro2 . In this calculation, two random variables,
Dx and Dy , were used to represent the distance from the horizontal edge to the birth
neuron and the distance from the veritcal edge of the lattice to the birth neuron,
respectively. These random variables were also uniformly distributed in the interval
[0,ro ]. An expression for the area as a function of Dx and Dy was determined, and
the expected value of the area was calculated. Finally, the expected size of new waves
as a weighted sum of the expected areas in the corner, edge-noncorner, and middle
sections of the lattice was determined.
Unlike previous works [2], the average size of a new wave is used to determine the
average number of neurons which would have to fire in response to a spontaneously
firing neuron in order for a new wave to be born. In simulations for this thesis,
the synaptic strengths are set so that a postsynaptic neuron fires in response to
presynaptic neuron’s firing 1 out of 40 times the presynaptic neuron fires on average.
Thus, the probability that a single neuron fires in response to a presynaptic neuron
firing is p1 = 0.025. Since a wave is only born if a group of neurons of sufficient size,
E[AN W ] fire in response to a single neuron firing, the rate of birth is also proportional
to pE[AN W ] , (equation (5.24)). This probability may be quite low in comparison to
the probability used in [2]. We may instead alter, based on simulation, the necessary
number of postsynaptic neurons from E[AN W ] to some proportion of this value in
order to maintain scalability and increase this probability.
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pE[AN W ] = P [No. of postsynaptic neurons firing > E[AN W ]]

(5.22)

pE[AN W ] = 1 − P [No. of postsynaptic neurons firing ≤ E[AN W ]]

4 
X
⌊πro2 ⌋ k
2
p1 (1 − p1 )⌊πro ⌋−k
pE[AN W ] = 1 −
k
k=0

(5.23)
(5.24)

Thus, we have modeled the rate of wave birth due to spontaneous firing as,
nspontaneous = spikerateτd Ei pE[AN W ] . If the number of long range connections in
the network is zero, then this is the only contributor to the birth of new waves, ni
in the original wave equation equation (5.1). However, like our predeccessors [2],
we have also included a term for the birth of new waves due to the transmission
of waves over long range connections. In our network, a there are Ai neurons firing at time i. Each of these neurons has on average E[AN W ] postsynaptic connections a proportion, ρ, of which are long range. Furthermore, these postsynaptic
connections would start another wave front with probability p1 pE[AN W ] Ei /Ne . Thus
the rate of new wave production due to long range connections in our network is,
nlong range = Ai E[AN W ]ρp1 pE[AN W ] Ei /Ne . The expression for ni is shown in equation (5.26). Finally, the number of neurons, Ni added to the number of active neurons
at time i due to birth is the birth rate multiplied by the expected size of a new wave
ni E[AN W ], equation (5.27).

ni = nspontaneous + nlong range
ni = 0.0315τd Ei pE[AN W ] + Ai E[AN W ]ρp1 pE[AN W ]
N i = ni E[AN W ]
An example script for this model is contained in the Appendix.

(5.25)
Ei
Ne

(5.26)
(5.27)
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6. RESULTS
6.1

Population Firing from Full-Scale Simulation
In this section, results for the full-scale network simulations are presented. The

neuron firing times were recorded for all full-scale simulation experiments. For the
purposes of understanding propagation of the waves of activity, two dimensional
movies were created for some of the experiments. The code for producing these
movies is contained in the Appendix. For most experiments, the number of neurons
firing within time bins of length equal to synaptic delay was calculated by examing the
recorded firing times for each neuron. The code used for this calculation is included
in the Appendix. From these results, the simplified model was created.

6.1.1

Population Firing in Networks with Hodgkin-Huxley neuron model

For these simulations, the Hodgkin-Huxley neuron model from CSIM was used.
From examining the movies and population firing, three distinct behaviors were observed. In keeping with [2], the behaviors have been termed normal, seizing, and
bursting. For the normal behavior, the system maintains a low level of random population firing. In Figure 6.1, wave propagation never exhausts system resources, and
there are time bins in which there is no neuronal firing. Typically, full wave formation
is rare in this mode, whereas waves of activity do form, propagate and exhaust the
system in the seizing and bursting behaviors. The primary difference between the
seizing and bursting behaviors is the level of exhaustion of system resources. In the
seizing mode or behavior, there is always a neuron firing within every time bin as
seen in Figure 6.2. Thus, the population firing is always nonzero. However, there is
an element of exhaustion in the seizing behavior where a wave runs out of room to
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propagate and waves will begin to form almost as soon as neurons become excitable
again. This exhaustion of system resources results in an almost periodic wave form
in the population firing. In the bursting mode, shown in Figure 6.3, the system becomes exhausted and, while there are large spikes in the population firing, the spikes
are followed by periods of inacitivity corresponding to the time neurons spend in the
refractory period. As the number of neurons increases toward the network size, the
time of inactivity approaches the refractory period.
In Figures 6.1–6.3, the behaviors were altered from normal to bursting by increasing the ρ value. Thus, increasing the proportion of long range connections will affect
a bifurcation in the network. The same effect, to a point, may be achieved by increasing the synaptic strength. If there are zero long range connections, then, it is more
difficult for the system to produce the bursting behavior. In this case an enhanced
neuronal excitability may be necessary to achieve the bursting behavior.
Another behavior observed in this network was switching. This behavior also
occurs in networks with LIF neurons and to a lesser extent in the analytical model.
One can observe that population firing will exhibit seizure characteristics, but the
population firing will exhibit burst characteristics at another time. So the network
seems to switch between bursting and seizing behaviors, or in other cases, normal and
seizing behaviors.

6.1.2

Population Firing in Networks with Leaky Integrate-and-Fire neuron model

Three distinct behaviors were also observed for these networks. For the normal
behavior, the population firing still looked random although the level of firing is still
quite low. The seizing behavior for this network looks more organized and periodic
and the offset is around 600 to 800 neurons. As the amplitude of the oscillations in
population firing increases, the system becomes exhausted faster, and values of zero
appear in the population firing. Thus, bursting in these networks is quite similar to
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Fig. 6.1. Normal population firing for network with Hodgkin-Huxley
neurons. In A the population firing is shown for a network simulation
of 100 seconds, and B shows 1 second of the population firing on a finer
scale. The population firing for this experiment appears random and
spikes in population firing never grow above 2000. This population
firing is emblematic of normal behavior for this particular network,
and was generated using a ρ value of 0 and a synaptic amplitude of
3.002 × 10−8 .
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Fig. 6.2. Seizing population firing for network with Hodgkin-Huxley
neurons. In A the population firing is shown for a network simulation
of 100 seconds, and B shows 1 second of the population firing on a
finer scale. For most of the duration of this experiment, the network
has neurons which are actively firing. In places where the population
firing is nonzero and oscillating, the population firing is emblematic of
seizing behavior for this particular network, and was generated using
a ρ value of 1e-3 and a synaptic amplitude of 3.002 × 10−8 .
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Fig. 6.3. Bursting population firing for network with Hodgkin-Huxley
neurons. In A the population firing is shown for a network simulation
of 100 seconds, and B shows 1 second of the population firing on a
finer scale. The population firing has large spikes follwed by times of
inactivity which repeats. While the spikes in population firing are of
varying amplitude, the repeating cycle results in a somewhat periodic
population firing. This population firing is emblematic of bursting
behavior for this particular network, and is generated using a ρ value
of 5e-2 and a synaptic amplitude of 3.002 × 10−8 .
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Normal Behavior in Networks with LIF Neurons, ρ = 0.001 and gsyn= 0.25
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Fig. 6.4. Normal population firing for network with LIF neurons.
The population firing for this experiment looks random and spikes in
population firing are quite low. This population firing is emblematic
of normal behavior for this particular network, and was generated
using a ρ value of 1e-3 and a gsyn of 0.25.

bursting in the networks with Hodgkin-Huxley neurons. However, the amplitude of
the population spikes did appear to be much lower for the networks with LIF models
even in the bursting mode. Example population firing patterns for this network can
be found in Figures 6.4-6.6.

6.2

Population Firing from the Analytical Model
The analytical model was derived from the results of full scale network simulations,

as described in Chapter 5. The population firing from the analytical model also
exhibited three distinct behaviors. The normal behavior varied from the full-scale
simulations in that the population firing exhibited an overshoot effect to start but
settled to a constant value as shown in Figure 6.7. In the seizure behavior, the
population firing had a constant offset with an oscillation around this value. In
Figure 6.8, the population firing oscillates around a constant value of approximately
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Seizing Behavior in Networks with LIF Neurons, ρ = 0.001 and gsyn= 0.36
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Fig. 6.5. Seizing population firing for network with LIF neurons. For
most of the duration of this experiment, the network has neurons
which are actively firing. The population firing is nonzero and oscillating and emblematic of seizing behavior for this particular network,
and was generated using a ρ value of 1e-3 and a gsyn value of 0.36.

612 neurons. As oscillations increased in amplitude, the resources, exicitable neurons,
ran out; and the population firing began to exhibit zero values preceded by large
spikes, i.e. the bursting behavior as shown in Figure 6.9.
While it was more computationally expensive to perform large sweeps of the parameter space, i.e., spike rate, ρ, p1 , and r0 using full-scale simulation, the analytical
model was simple enough to perform these sweeps and examine trends in how the
paramters effect behavior of the system. While verification that the analytical model
behaves in a similar manner to the full-scale network simulations is presented, plots
and figures depicting bifurcation lines and related information are also included in
the following sections.
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Bursting in Networks with LIF Neurons, ρ = 0.001, and gsyn = 1
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Fig. 6.6. Bursting population firing for network with LIF neurons.
The population firing has large spikes follwed by times of inactivity
which repeats. While the spikes in population firing are of varying
amplitude, the repeating cycle results in a somewhat periodic population firing. This population firing is emblematic of bursting behavior
for this particular network, and is generated using a ρ value of 1e-3
and a gsyn value of 1.

6.2.1

Dependence on synaptic strength

As can be seen in the equations for ou model, increasing the synaptic strength
value will affect increases in the rates of spontaneous and long range wave production.
Thus, the synaptic strength can affect a change in system behavior. To investigate
this phenomenon, the spike rate, r0 , and ρ were fixed. Then, p1 was incrementally
increased to determine how population firing was affected. A change in behavior from
normal to seizing to bursting was observed as the synaptic strength was increased.
Since increasing synaptic weight in the CSIM network simulations and increasing
synaptic conductance in the LIF network simulations effectively causes an increase
in synaptic strength and increasing these parameters affected the same changes in
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Normal Behavior in the Analytical Model, ρ = 0.001 and p1 = 0.025
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Fig. 6.7. Normal population firing for the analytical model. The population firing for this experiment behaves like a second order system
with settling time of 0.6 seconds. This population firing is emblematic
of normal behavior for this model, and was generated using a ρ value
of 0.001 and a p1 values of 0.025. The time is shown above in seconds,
and the population firing is per bin of 3ms.

behavior, this qualitative observation is in keeping with findings from the full-scale
network simulations.

6.2.2

Dependence on proportion of long range connections

The proportion of long range connections is directly related to the population firing
in the simplified system. While the proportion of long range connections does not
effect the systems spontaneous wave birth, increasing ρ can effect changes in system
behavior. By holding other values constant and increasing the ρ value incrementally
from zero to one, alterations in system behavior from normal to seizing to bursting
were observed. This finding is consistent with findings in full-scale simulation.
To further investigate how the synaptic strength and proportion of long range
connections alter the behavior of the system, lines depicting a transition between
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Seizing Behavior in the Analytical Model, ρ = 0.002 and p1 = 0.025
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Fig. 6.8. Seizing population firing for the analytical model. The
population firing for this experiment is oscillating and nonzero, and
is emblematic of the seizing behavior for this model. This particular
plot was generated using a ρ value of 0.002 and a p1 values of 0.025.
The time is shown above in seconds, and the population firing is per
bin of 0.3ms.

behaviors were plotted by holding the r0 and spike rate constant for this model. The
lines are shown in Figure 6.10. The region in which seizing was found to occur was
quite narrow. Furthermore, this figure shows that there is some variability in location
of the change from the seizing to the bursting behavior. This may be due to the script
used to determine the change, or it may be due to some other factors such as some
variability in the seizing and bursting behavior themselves. It is not, however, a
problem of refinement as the increment of p1 was smaller than the thickness of the
second bifurcation line.
Example code for generating such lines is given in the Appendix. However, the
general outline for the code can be described as follows. A value of ρ was chosen.
Then, simulations were run for different values of p1 . If no bifurcations had been
recorded for that particular value of ρ, then the last twenty bins were checked to
see if they are constant. If the current choices for parameters did not result in a
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Bursting Behavior in the Analytical Model, ρ = 0.005 and p1 = 0.025
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Fig. 6.9. Bursting population firing for the analytical model. The
population firing for this experiment is oscillating and reaches zero for
some time bins. This population firing is emblematic of the bursting
behavior for this model. This particular plot was generated using a ρ
value of 0.005 and a p1 values of 0.025. The time is shown above in
seconds, and the population firing is per bin of 0.3ms.

constant value and the previous parameter choices did, then a bifurcation point for
the transition between normal and seizing behaviors was recorded. Once a bifurcation point between normal and seizing was set for this particular ρ value, the script
began to check for bifurcations between the seizing and bursting behaviors. When
a transition from seizing to bursting was located, the ρ and p1 values were recorded
and the script would begin with a new ρ value and scan through p1 values to find the
next bifurcation points.
In Figure 6.10, we can see that the bifucation lines have an inverse shape to them,
i.e., it looks like the ρ and p1 are inversely related. As the value of ρ increases, a
smaller value of p1 is needed to transition from normal to seizing behavior and from
seizing to bursting behavior. And as the value of p1 increases, a smaller value of ρ is
needed to affect the same transitions. This observation is consistent with full-scale
simulation and makes sense from the perspective of the analytical model because a
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Bifurcation Lines with r0 = 6 Neurons and Spike rate of 0.0315 spikes/sec
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Fig. 6.10. Bifurcation Lines for Varying ρ and p1 . The spike rate was
set to 0.0315 spikes per second and r0 was six neurons. The region
of the ρ, p1 parameter space which produces the normal behavior is
to the left of both lines and is labeled ’Normal’. The seizing region
which is quite narrow is in between the two lines and is labeled as
’Seizing’ with an arrow pointing to the region. The bursting region is
the right of both lines and is labeled as ’Bursting’.

function of p1 and ρ are multiplied by each other in the equation for Ai+1 . Thus,
effects of ρ and p1 in the simplified model presented here are consistent with effects
observed in the full-scale simulation and show how altering these values can effect
behavior for constant spike rate and r0 .

6.2.3

Dependence on r0

Altering the value of r0 can have significant effect on the on the population firing.
As r0 is increased, the systems resources are exhausted more quickly. And as r0
is decreased the system resources will be exhausted less quickly. In the full-scale
simulations decreasing r0 would require a higher value of ρ to exhaust the system
even with a high synaptic strength. For r0 equal to one, it would require between
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Behavior Switching in the Analytical Model
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Fig. 6.11. Switching in the Analytical Model. The spike rate was set
to 0.0315 spikes per second, r0 was two neurons, ρ was 7.5 × 10−4 ,
and p1 was 0.99. The system exhibits the bursting behavior followed
by the seizing behavior.

49 and 99 time bins for a single wave to cause each neuron in the system to fire.
This is more than five times the refractory period of a neuron in most cases. Thus
for low enough spike rates and ρ values, it could become impossible to exhaust the
system and produce the bursting behavior even if the synaptic strength was set to its
maximum of one.
To check this would be the case in the analytical model, the p1 value was set equal
to 0.99, r0 was set to 2, and the spike rate is set to 0.0315 as before. Then, ρ was
altered to check at what point bursting would be produced. In this experiment, values
of ρ > 7.5 × 10−4 were necessary to observe sustained oscillations in the population
firing. And actually at this value of ρ behavior switching was observed as seen in
Figure 6.11. If r0 is six neurons, the bursting behavior could be observed at ρ >
3 × 10−6 . This is a change of over 100 times smaller than the value necessary when
r0 is altered from two to six. Thus r0 has a significant impact and alterations in the
neighborhood six can result in large changes in system behavior.
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Bifurcation Lines for r0 = 5 and ρ = 0.003
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Fig. 6.12. Bifurcation Lines for Varying ρ and p1 . The spike rate was
set to 0.0315 spikes per second and r0 was five neurons. The region
of the ρ, p1 parameter space which produces the normal behavior is
to the left of both lines and is labeled ’Normal’. The seizing region
which is labeled as ’Seizing’ with an arrow pointing to the region. The
bursting region is the right of both lines and is labeled as ’Bursting’.

6.2.4

Dependence on spike rate

One parameter which proved to add significant complication to full-scale simulations was the spike rate. As the spike rate changes in full-scale simulation, the
synaptic strength could also change. This phenomenon is not incorporated into the
analytical model. Thus, the switching observed in the full-scale simulations. However,
there seems to be evidence for a dynamics source because switching is noted to have
occured in the analytical model. To add further complication to the full-scale simulations, alterations in spike rate will narrow or expand the distance between bifurcation
lines in the ρ, p1 parameter space. This phenomenon is observed in the analytical
model, and is presumably the reason for the difficulty in finding parameters for the
LIF full-scale model which produced the seizing behavior.
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Bifurcation lines were determined for variable spike rate and synaptic strength
as shown in figure 6.12. These lines are roughly parallel in a small region with
similar exponential shapes. Both the spike rate and p1 are directly proportional to
the population firing. As p1 is increased a smaller value for the spike rate is needed to
cause transitions from normal to seizing to bursting behaviors. Similarly as the spike
rate is increased smaller values for p1 are needed to cause transitions from normal
to seizing to bursting behaviors. For this specific plot, the parameter space seems
rather small which may serve as further evidence that the switching observed in the
full-scale simulations may be partly due to changes in spike rate and subsequently
synaptic strength.

6.2.5

Computational Complexity

Because the analytical model does not explicitly integrate neuronal and synaptic
equations for every component in the network, the run time of the analytical model
simulation is significantly reduced as compared to the full-scale network simulations.
Due to the increased efficiency of CSIM and the LIF script presented in the appendix,
the speed of the full-scale network simulations is dependent on activity in the network. In particular, seizing and bursting behaviors required longer run times than
the the normal behavior in full-scale network simulations. There was no discernable
difference in run times for the analytical model with respect to the different network
behaviors. Because the CSIM simulations were run on a different platform, the numbers presented in this text are with respect to the network simulations with LIF model
neurons and the analytical model. For one second of network activity, the network
simulations with LIF model neurons required 11 minutes and 41 seconds of run time.
The analytical model only required 0.1 seconds of run time to produce the one second
of network behavior, over 7000 times faster than the full-scale network simulation
with LIF neuron model.
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7. DISCUSSION
7.1

Synaptic Strength
One of the difficulties encountered when performing these experiments was linking

the synaptic strength in the analytical model to synaptic amplitudes and conductances in the full-scale network simulations. The primary reason for this may be that
the synaptic strength depends on the states of the pre- and post-synaptic neurons.
Thus, synaptic strength in the full-scale simulations cannot be predetermined since
it is heavily dependent on activity in the network.

7.2

Variance in Spike Rate
A phenomenon readily observed in the full-scale simulations that was observed

only minutely in the analytical model was switching. The frequent occurrence of
switching between behaviors in the full-scale simulation may be due to a multitude
of factors. However, one of particular note is the random spike rate applied to the
networks via the random applied current. Since the synaptic strength is dependent
on the spike rate of the pre- and post-synaptic neurons, changes in spike rate may
affect changes in the synaptic strength which are strong enough to alter the behavior
exhibited by the system. It might be possible to model this effect by including a
random spike rate and spike rate dependent synaptic strength to the model.

7.3

Neuron Model
While the three basic behaviors were observed for networks with both neuron

models, these neuron models were not the best choices for modeling CA1 and CA3.
To model these regions more accurately, one should use a regular spiking neuron. The
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neuron models used for the full-scale simulations received inputs, which would cause
the neuron to emit a single spike in response. However, a regular spiking neuron
would respond by what is called neuron bursting. In a neuron burst, a neuron emits
several spikes in a row. Each successive spike would spaced further away from the
previous spike until the neuron stopped spiking. If this type of neuron were used and
the length of the neuron burst was less than the refractory period of a neuron, it
might be possible to adapt the analytical model to reflect this behavior. Adding an
FIR filter to the current output Ai might be one way to meet this challenge. However,
further study is neccessary to determine the validaty of this solution.

7.4

Nonuniform synaptic delay
For the experiments presented herein, the simplifying assumption that all synaptic

delays are equal was made. However, in other works [3], the synaptic delay was
assumed proportional to the distance between neurons. Furthermore, synaptic delay
depends upon more than distance between neurons, e.g., whether or not the axon has
a myelin sheath, dynamics of the presynaptic transmission process and the dynamics
of the postsynaptic transmission process. However, if the synaptic delay was assumed
to be proportional to the distance between neurons, this change in assumption may or
may not lead to alteration of results. The alteration in synaptic delay could affect the
synaptic strength necessary for wave birth. If the synaptic delay is altered, then the
arrival time of spikes which would stimulate neurons to fire and form and propagate
waves would also change. Thus, synaptic strength may begin to play a larger role
in wave propagation and the formation of new waves may require larger synaptic
strengths. Furthermore, modeling such a system might or might not require a new
bin width.
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7.5

Addition of Inhibitory Interneurons
The choice to include only excitatory neurons was a starting point for modeling

behavior in this network. In reality, the CA1 and CA3 regions of hippocampus contain
inhibitory interneurons called basket cells. In [3], no significant effect of including
inhibitory interneurons was found. However, inhibitory to inhibitory connections were
excluded, the radius of connectivity may not have been large enough to represent their
target region CA3, and synaptic dynamics (with regards to timing) were the same
for both excitatory and inhibitory connections. Since it has been shown that there
are differences in GABAergic function for GEPR rats [18], more detailed modeling
of synaptic dynamics for inhibitory and excitatory connections should be performed
for full-scale model simulation with this type of network. Futhermore, inhibitory
connections should be added to the analytical model presented here to get a better
idea of what is happening with the alteration in GABAergic behavior.

7.6

DC Offset
Another aspect not explored in the results section was the effects of altering the

spike rate and synaptic strength on the DC offset of the population firing. In Figure 7.1, the DC offset appears to increase almost linearly as the spike rate and synaptic
strength increase until the transition line from normal to seizing behavior is encountered. Once the system is in the seizure mode, the DC offset begins to oscillate
with varying spike rate and synaptic strength. Because using the DC offset voltage
for seizure detection has been suggested [23], a more thorough investigation of this
network may provide more insight.
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Fig. 7.1. DC offset for the analytical model with bifurcation lines superimposed. The r0 value is 5 neurons and the ρ value is 0.003. After
performing an FFT on the population firing for the spike rate and
synaptic strength labeled on the plot, the DC offset was determined
to be the value at zero frequency. This value is depicted on the figure
using a modified version of the jet color scheme in Matlab. All colors
occur in the same order as the jet color scheme, but the minimum
and maximum values have been altered. The maximum dc offset was
determined to be approximately 625 neuron firings, and is represented
by the red color. The minimum dc offset was determined to be 6.46
and is represented by the blue color.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
The reasons for spontaneous transitions from one type of system behavior to another
remain elusive. However, a simplified model has been presented herein. In this thesis, a new topology is presented which is similar to topologies observed for pyramidal
neurons of CA1 and CA3 type in slice preparations because the neurons are arranged
on a plane and connections exhibit small world characteristics. Full-scale network
simulations including Hodgkin-Huxley neurons and LIF neurons with the applied
topology were performed. Three distinct behaviors were observed similar to those
observed in [2]. Based on the results of these simulations and work in [2], an analytical model was created. The output of this model is the similar to the population
firing observed in the full-scale network simulations. All three major contributors
to epileptiform activity have been investigated via the spike rate, synaptic strength,
radius of connectivity and proportion of long range connections parameters included
in the analytical model. While a direct mapping from the synaptic conductances
and amplitudes in the full-scale simulations to the synaptic strength in the analytical
model is not presented, altering these parameters in similar fashion resulted in similar
behavioral changes in the population firing. Furthermore, similar results in the fullscale simulations and the analytical model were seen for varying values of ρ, r0 , and
spike rate. The phenomenon of switching between behaviors was also observed for the
full-scale simulations and the analytical model. However, the occurence of switching
was more commonly seen in the full-scale simulations. This effect is presumed to be
due to the random spike rate which is present in the full-scale simulations, but not
in the analytical model. The analytical model exhibited alterations in the DC value
of the population firing as the spike rate and synaptic strength were altered. The
general linear trend stopped when the transition from normal to seizing behavior was
met. Because examination of the DC offset voltage in electrode recordings is a sug-
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gested method of seizure detection, a more thorough examination of this network is
needed. Lastly, the analytical model produced its output over 7000 times faster than
full-scale network simulations with LIF neuron model, providing a quick method of
investigation for designs in the early stages of development.

APPENDIX
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A. APPENDIX
A.1

Script for Network Simulations with Hodgkin-Huxley Neuron Model

%LatticeNetworkNoI.m
%This network simulation has a lattice configuration with a 100 by 100 grid
%of excitatory neurons without the 15 by 15 grid of inhibitory interneurons
%blended in as in Sweircz 2007
csim(’reset’)
csim(’destroy’)
%create the network components
E = csim(’create’,’LifNeuron’,10000);
See1 = csim(’create’,’StaticSpikingSynapse’,265885);
See2 = csim(’create’,’StaticSpikingSynapse’,265885);
See3 = csim(’create’,’StaticSpikingSynapse’,265885);
See4 = csim(’create’,’StaticSpikingSynapse’,265885);
%initialize the network components
csim(’set’,E,’Trefract’,0.028,’Inoise’,In);%In is a noise parameter
%which is set before simulation
csim(’set’,See1,’delay’,0.0028,’W’,A);
csim(’set’,See2,’delay’,0.0028,’W’,A);
csim(’set’,See3,’delay’,0.0028,’W’,A);
csim(’set’,See4,’delay’,0.0028,’W’,A);%A is a synaptic amplitude value
%which is set before simulation
synapse_no = 10000;
%generates excitatory to excitatory connections
for i = 0:9999,
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clear k
k = CreateListOfConnCircle(i); %Change this to CreateListOfConnections
%to get a square radius of connection instead of a circular radius
for j = 1: length(k),
csim(’connect’,i,k(j),synapse_no);
synapse_no = synapse_no +1;
end
end
disp(’end of e-e synapse_no’)
r = csim(’create’,’Recorder’);
Tsim = 5;
csim(’connect’,r,E,’spikes’); %sets csim up to record spike times
disp(’performing simulation’)
csim(’simulate’,Tsim); %simulates Tsim seconds of network activity
t = csim(’get’,r,’traces’);
%returns the traces stored in r to the variable t
%CreateListOfConnCircle
%Author: Charity Pettis
%Created On: July 20,2007
%Last Updated: July 23, 2007
function output = CreateListOfConnCircle(i)
if (i <= 9999)
j = 0:9999;
x_j = mod(j,100);
y_j = floor(j/100);
x = mod(i,100);
y = floor(i/100);
a = ((x-x_j).^2+(y-y_j).^2);
b = 0;
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for c = 1:10000,
if (a(c) <= 36) && (i~= c),
b = [b c-1];
end
end
d = length(b);
output = b(2:d);
else %used for inhibitory connections
if (i <= 10224)
k = mod((i-10000),15)*6+7+(floor((i-10000)/15)*6+7)*100;
b = CreateListOfConnCircle(k);
output = [b k];
else
disp(’This is an error in the choice of Neuron index’)
end
end

A.2

Script for Network Simulations with LIF Neuron Model

%NetworkSimLIF.m
%Author: Charity Pettis
%Created On: February 3,2008
%Last Updated: February 3, 2008
%Simulates a network of 10,000 excitatory neurons with Planar Lattice
%Topology (100 by 100 grid), the neighborhood of connection is circular in
%geometry with a radius of r_0 = 6 neurons.

These connections are altered

%to be long range connections according to proportion setting rho.
%A connection is long range if it is outside the neighborhood.
%
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clear all
Network_Size = 10000;
Neurons = cell(Network_Size,3); %The first column of Neurons will
%store previous values
%

The second column will store connectivity list

%

The third column will store firing times

r_0 = 6; %Radius of connectivity changed from 6
rho = 0.001; %Number of long range connections
dt = 0.1; %in milliseconds
Tsim = 1; %simulation time in seconds
T = Tsim*1000*(1/dt); %in integration iterations
tr = 30;
synapse_no = 0;
for i = 1:Network_Size,
k = CreateListOfConnCircle(i,r_0);
synapse_no= synapse_no+length(k);
Neurons(i,2) = {k};
end
disp(’Initial Lattice Connection Lists Generated’)
%
Synapses = cell(synapse_no,2);%The first column will store previous values
%

The second column will store connectivity

%

list.

a = 1;
b= 0;
for i = 1:Network_Size,
k = Neurons{i,2};
b = length(k);
l = zeros(2,b);
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for j = 1:b,
Synapses(a,2) = {[i k(j)]};% This matrix indicates a synaptic
%

connection from neuron i to neuron k(j)

l(:,j) = [a; k(j)];
a = a+1;
end
Neurons(i,2) = {l};
end
disp(’Initial Synaptic Connections Generated’)
%Generation of new connections using rho parameter
reconnect = round((synapse_no-1)*rand(1,ceil(rho*synapse_no)))+ ...
ones(1,ceil(rho*synapse_no));
for i = 1:length(reconnect),
a = 0;
k = Synapses{reconnect(i),2};
x_pre = mod(k(1)-1,100);
y_pre = floor((k(1)-1)/100);
while(a == 0)
new = round(9999*rand())+1;
x_new = mod(new-1,100);
y_new = floor((new-1)/100);
if ((x_new-x_pre)^2+(y_new-y_pre)^2 > (r_0^2)*pi),
a = 1;
end
end
b = Neurons{k(1),2};
j = find(b(1,:)== reconnect(i));
b(2,j) = new;
Neurons(k(1),2) = {b};
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k = [k(1) new];
Synapses(reconnect(i),2) ={k};
end
disp(’Small World Correction to Connections Applied to List and ...
Synaptic Connections Altered’)
Inoise = 75;%variance for the noise parameter Inoise in (mV)^2
gsyn = 0.29;%in Semens will alter this to change synaptic strength
vsyn = 0;%reversal potential for synaptic current
vleak = -65;
last_fire = -(tr/dt+1)*ones(1,Network_Size);
Gsyn = zeros(1, Network_Size);
%Initialize Neurons
v = -75*ones(1,Network_Size);
s = zeros(1,Network_Size);
%for i = 1:Network_Size,
Neurons(:,1) = mat2cell(-75*ones(Network_Size,1),ones(Network_Size,1));
%end
disp(’Initialization Complete’)
%Begin simulation
for i = 1:T,
%Print simulation progress
if mod(i-1,1000)== 0,
disp(’Percent of Time Integration Complete:’)
(i-1)*100/T
end
%determine total synaptic conductance
Gsyn = zeros(1,Network_Size);
p = find(s > 0);
for j = 1:length(p),
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k = Neurons{p(j),2};
Gsyn(k(2,:)) = Gsyn(k(2,:))+gsyn*s(p(j))*ones(1,length(k(2,:)));
end
%generate noise input
I = random(’normal’,0,Inoise, 1, Network_Size);
%single integration step for network
v =v + dt*(vleak -v + (Gsyn.*(vsyn-v) + I).*(i > (last_fire + tr/dt)));
%Determine synaptic inputs for the next time step
p = find(i < (last_fire + tr/dt));
tf = last_fire(p);
s(p) = (-exp(-(i+1-2/dt-tf))+exp(-(i+1-2/dt-tf)/(2/dt))).*(i+1 >= ...
tf+2/dt).*(i+1 <= tf+10/dt)/0.811;
%Determine if any neurons fired in this time step, reset them,
%

store the firing time and determine their synaptic output

p = find(v > 0);
v(p) = -75*ones(1,length(p));
last_fire(p) = i*ones(1,length(p));
for j = 1:length(p),
%store spike time in spike times for neuron
Neurons(p(j),3) = {[Neurons{p(j),3} last_fire(p(j))]};
end
tf = last_fire(p);
s(p) = (-exp(-(i+1-2/dt-tf))+exp(-(i+1-2/dt-tf)/(2/dt))).*(i+1 >=...
tf+2/dt).*(i+1 <= tf+10/dt)/0.811;
end
Neurons(:,1) = mat2cell(v.’,ones(Network_Size,1));
save ’Network_Data.mat’ Neurons s last_fire
disp(’Simulation is complete’)
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A.3

Script for Generating Population Firing from Spike Times in Networks with LIF Neurons

%LIFSpikesPerBin.m
%Author: Charity Pettis
%Created On: October 11, 2007
%Last Updated: October 11, 2007
%This code produces a measurement of the population firing rate for a
%Lattice network of excitatory cells.

In short, it determines the number

%of neuronal firings within a specified time bin given a matrix of spike
%times.
NetworkSize = 10000;
Tsim = 100;

%simulation end time

delta = 3e-3; % width of the time bin = synaptic delay in ms
time = 0:delta:Tsim; % time array
A = zeros(1,length(time));

%Array of total number of spikes in a time

%bin
for j = 1:NetworkSize,
fired = Neurons{j,3};
minb = length(fired);
for i = 2:minb,
spike = fired(i);
k = floor(spike/(delta*1e4))+1;
A(k) = A(k)+1;
end
end
figure()
plot(time,A)
title(’Population spiking for a 10000 neuron network’)
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xlabel(’time in seconds’)
ylabel(’number of neurons spiking in time bin’)
axis([-0.5 100 0 10000])
figure()
stem(time((length(time)-20):length(time)),A((length(time)-20):length(time)))
title(’Settling Behavior for Last 20 time bins’)
xlabel(’time corresponding to the beginning of time bin in seconds’)
ylabel(’number of neurons spiking in time bin’)

A.4

Main Script for the Analytical Model

%AEM2
%Author: Charity Pettis
%Date Created: October 19, 2007
%Last Updated: October 22, 2007
%This matlab file is the implementation of my analytical model of epilepsy
%for a network of neurons in planar topology.
%the original Analytical_Epilepsy_Model.

This model is adapted from

The major differences are first

%that there is no death rate, second that M(i) is calculated from the
%expanded area rather than from A(i), and third that E(i) depends only on
%A(i), rather than both A(i) and M(i).
%
Network_Size = 10000; %Total number of excitatory neurons in the network
n_r = 100; %number of rows of nuerons on the lattice
n_c = 100; %number of columns of neurons on the lattice
r_o = 6; %The neighborhood radius for a neurons connections
%
Tsim = 100; %time of simulation in seconds altered from 100s
tau_d = 3e-3; %distance between time samples and equal to synaptic
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%delay altered from 2.8e-3
time = 0:tau_d:Tsim;
tau_R = 30e-3; %absolute refractory period for neurons in the network
R = tau_R/tau_d; %the number of time steps a neuron is in the
%refractory altered from 28e-8
%period after firing
%
spike_rate = 0.0315;
p_1 = 0.99; % probability a postsynaptic neuron fires in response to a
%presynaptic neuron firing this is an indicator of synaptic strength
rho = 3.1e-6; %proportion of long_range connections
%
EA_NW = r_o^2*(3*pi*n_r*n_c-(3*pi+4)*r_o*(n_r+n_c)+(9*pi+14)*r_o^2)/...
(3*n_r*n_c);
%EA_NW is the expected size of a new wave.
% k = 0:floor(EA_NW);
% pEA_NW = 1 - sum(factorial(floor(pi*r_o^2))*(p_1.^k).*((1-p_1).^...
%

(floor(pi*r_o^2)-k))./(factorial(floor(pi*r_o^2)-k).*factorial(k)));

k = 0:4;
pEA_NW = 1 - sum(factorial(floor(pi*r_o^2))*(p_1.^k).*((1-p_1).^...
(floor(pi*r_o^2)-k))./(factorial(floor(pi*r_o^2)-k).*factorial(k)));
%pEA_NW is the probability of producing a new wave given a single
%presynaptic neuron fires
%
A = zeros(1,length(time)); %Array of active area
w = zeros(1,length(time)); %Array of the number of active waves
M = zeros(1,length(time)); %Array of number of neurons in Merger/Collision
E = Network_Size; %The number of excitable neurons is initialized to the
%Network_Size
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m = 0;
alpha = 0;
L = 0;
for i = 1:(length(time)-1),
if (i == 1),
%n = 0.0315*tau_d*E*pEA_NW + A(i)*EA_NW*rho*p_1*pEA_NW*E/Network_Size;
n = spike_rate*tau_d*E*pEA_NW + A(i)*EA_NW*rho*p_1*pEA_NW*E/Network_Size;
N = n * EA_NW;
A(i+1) = N;
else
fexpansion = pi* w(i)*(2*r_o*L+3*r_o^2);
m = fexpansion/(E+1);
alpha = fexpansion/(w(i));
L = (alpha - pi*r_o^2)/(2*pi*r_o);
M(i) = m*((2/r_o)*(-2*(r_o+L)^3*((1-(r_o/(2*(r_o+L))))*acos(1-...
(r_o/(2*(r_o+L))))-(1-(1-(r_o/(r_o+L)))^2)^(0.5))-(1/12)*...
(3*r_o^2+4*r_o*L)^(3/2)));
%n = 0.0315*tau_d*E*pEA_NW + A(i)*EA_NW*rho*p_1*pEA_NW*E/Network_Size;
n = spike_rate*tau_d*E*pEA_NW + A(i)*EA_NW*rho*p_1*pEA_NW*E/Network_Size;
N = n * EA_NW;
A(i+1) = fexpansion - M(i) + N;
end
if (A(i+1) > E),
A(i+1) = E; %This is how I’m dealing with expansion beyond the lattice
end
if (A(i+1) <0),
A(i+1) = 0;
end
w(i+1) = w(i) + n - m;
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if w(i+1) < 0,
w(i+1) = 0.001;
end
if (i+1 < (R+1)),
E = E - A(i+1);
else
E = Network_Size

- sum(A((i+1-R):(i+1)));

end
if w(i+1) == 0,
w(i+1) = eps;
end
alpha = A(i+1)/(w(i+1));
L = (alpha - pi*r_o^2)/(2*pi*r_o);
end

A.5

Scripts for Determining Bifurcation Lines

%Bifurcation_Lines for varying rho and p_1 values
rho_values = 0:1e-4:0.7;
p_1_values = 1e-4:1e-4:0.7;
N_l = length(rho_values);
bifurcation_1 = zeros(2,N_l);
bifurcation_2 = zeros(2,N_l);
time = 0:28e-4:60;
A1 = zeros(1,length(time));
for idx = 1:N_l,
A1 = zeros(1,length(time));
rho = rho_values(idx);
%

if (mod(idx,5e-4) == 0),
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%

disp(’Task is ’)

%

disp(rho_values(idx)*100)

%

disp(’ percent complete’)

%

end

for jdx = 1:length(p_1_values),
p_1 = p_1_values(jdx);
if (bifurcation_2(1,idx) == 0 && bifurcation_2(2,idx)== 0)
if (mod(p_1,5e-4) == 0),
rho
p_1
end
AEM2;
if (bifurcation_1(1,idx) ~= 0 || bifurcation_1(2,idx) ~= 0),
if (burst(A) == 1),
if (burst(A1) == 0),
bifurcation_2(:,idx) = [rho; p_1];
break
end
end
else
if (level(A) == 0),
if (level(A1) == 1),
bifurcation_1(:,idx) = [ rho; p_1];
end
end
end
A1 = A;
end
end
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end

%Bifurcation_Lines for varying spike rate and p_1
spike_rate_values = 1e-4:1e-3:0.05;
p_1_values = 1e-4:1e-4:0.03;
N_l = length(p_1_values);
bifurcation_1 = zeros(2,N_l);
bifurcation_2 = zeros(2,N_l);
time = 0:3e-3:60;
A1 = zeros(1,length(time));
for idx = 1:N_l,
A1 = zeros(1,length(time));
p_1 = p_1_values(idx);
if (mod(idx,1e-2) == 0),
disp(’Task is ’)
disp(p_1_values(idx)*100)
disp(’ percent complete’)
end
for

jdx = 1:length(spike_rate_values),
spike_rate = spike_rate_values(jdx);
if (bifurcation_2(1,idx) == 0 && bifurcation_2(2,idx)== 0)
%if (mod(p_1,5e-4) == 0),
%

rho

%

p_1

%end
AEM2;
if (bifurcation_1(1,idx) ~= 0 || bifurcation_1(2,idx) ~= 0),
if (burst(A) == 1),
if (burst(A1) == 0),
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bifurcation_2(:,idx) = [p_1; spike_rate];
break
end
end
else
if (level(A) == 0),
if (level(A1) == 1),
bifurcation_1(:,idx) = [ p_1; spike_rate];
end
end
end
A1 = A;
end
end
end

%functions level and burst
function output = burst(Z)
N_a = length(Z);
output = 0;
for kdx = (N_a-20):(N_a),
if (Z(kdx) == 0),
output = 1;
end
end
if ((sum(N_a-9:N_a)-1e4) <= 1)
output = output *1;
end
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function output = level(Z)
N_a = length(Z);
output = 1;
for kdx = 1:20,
if (abs(Z(N_a-21+kdx)- Z(N_a-21+kdx+1)) <= 1),
output = 1*output;
else
output = 0;
end
end
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